CONDITIONINGS OF ACCESSIBILITY AND DEVELOPMENT OF POLICE SEAPORT IN THE YEARS 2008–2020

Summary

At formulating conditioning of the structure of the strategy setting the direction of business progress in the future is a key element. In addition also important is proper putting together the recommendation and action which will let the smooth functioning of this subject on the West Pomeranian market. Out of external conditioning having the key importance for the development seaport Police, its accessibility improvements, and at the same time being able to serve as criteria of the variant attempt at development planning, to the most important belong: structure of the west ring road of Szczecin with the crossing (road/ferry) Police–Święta, realization of the entire section of expressway S3 to the Czech border, implementation of the programme of making Odra river navi-gable (e.g. according to the program the Oder 2006), modernization of main railway lines linking the Police seaport with the infrastructure, technical parameters improve-ment of the fairway from the Pomeranian Bay to Police.